Create calm settings for rest or focus with Villa Shade. Its privacy panels can be specified on the left, right, or both and work in a private or semi-private orientation depending on your desired application. Shade’s simple design is complemented by its meticulous hem stitching.

**STATEMENT OF LINE**
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Private

**FEATURES & OPTIONS**

- Privacy panels are factory installed on the left, right, or left and right sides of the unit
- Contrasting upholstery can be ordered as outside panel, inside panel, or boxing
- Round and Square legs are offered in Platinum Metallic powdercoat, Designer White, and Cinder
- Y legs are offered in Platinum Metallic powdercoat, Cinder and Polished Aluminum
- Wood legs available in all applicable Kimball Office finishes
- Power/USB grommets are available on the left, right, or left and right kick rail
- Using Villa’s existing ganging brackets, two units can share a panel

**DETAILS**

Outside Panel

Inside Panel

Boxing

Sharing Panel
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Y Legs
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**DIMENSIONS**

24" One-Seat
Two Shades,
Semi-Private

Height 55½"
Width 29½"
Depth 29"

30" One-Seat
Two Shades,
Semi-Private

Height 55½"
Width 35½"
Depth 29"

Two-Seat
Two Shades,
Semi-Private

Height 55½"
Width 53¼"
Depth 29"